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Abstract
One of the bewildering problems in topographic mapping from
side .... looking radar is the removal of the I?eornetric error caused
by radar relief displacement (or lay-over). During the last
fifteen years this remained a major problem to overcome in
attempting ma:pping from side-looking radar imagery. The present
paper reports on results of an experiment concerned with digital monoplotting from side-looking radar imagery. An 8LH image
of a test area in Scotland along the banks of the Hiver Tay was
digitized and transformed to the ground system using mathematical transformation algorithms. A digital terrain model (DTM)
was constructed from the existing medium scale map of the area
and used to rectify the image data from the effects of radar
relief displacement. The resulting tape is used as input to an
automatic drafting machine to plot the rectified data in the
terrain coordinate system. This plot is compared with both the
topographic map of the area and another plot resulting from
the unrectified image data. The resul ts of the comparison shovv
that it is indeed posfjible to substantially reduce the amount
of radar layover by using the technique of digital monoplottinge However, the problems of
image interpretation still
set limit to the complete success of the technique.

Digital monoplotting is the technique of measuring image coordinates on a single I)hoto (or image) and rectifying and
transforming them to the ground system .. In conventj~onal photogrammetric work, the technique utilizes values of the exterior
orientation parameters (derived :from space resectj~on or aerial
triangulation) and information on ground 1'elie:[ (obtained from
a digital terrain model).
A digital monoplotting system consists mainly of three units.

(i)

)
(iii)
(j~i

a measuring unit;
a digital computer; and
an automatic x/y drafting machine.

Since side-looking
(8LR) geometric characteristics are
entirely different, the concept of digital monoplotting from
StR images is one which needs further investigation.
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Two early digital rectification systems for plotting detail
from single images were produced by Bendix Corporation (USA).
These are the Bendix Line-rectifier LR-l (For~est and Hattaway,
1968) and the LR-2 (:b'orrest, 1972). They had been produced for
the U.S. Navy for plotting on a point-by-point basis.
The Home Air Development Center (HADC) of the United States Air
Force developed a digital monoplotting system based on the use
of a Calma 303 cross-slide digitizer and a Concord Cartographic
Digitizer Plotter (CDP) attached to a PDP-9 computer (Hall,1974).
Another interesting application of the digital monoplotting
technique was carried out at the ITC (Netherlands) by Besenicar
(1976) for the purpose of investigating tb.e possibility of
revising cadastral ciaps from aerial photographs.
In all these photographic applications of the digital monoplotting technique, the input data to the system is the digitized
measurements made on the aerial photograph. The camera orientation parameters are computed (using space resection) from the
comparison of the measured image and the knovm terrain coordinates. From the available large or medium scale topographic
maps, a digital terrain model (DTM) is generated by tracing
contours on the maps and interpolating the heights into the
rectangular array of the DTI\T. Thus, if a featu~has to be plotted from a new photpgraph to update an existing map, then as it
is traced on the photograph, its position is continually rectified for tilt and relief using the camera orientation parameters
and the height interpolated from the DTM. The result of this
process is a tape containing digital information of the new
cartographic features which can be processed and edited prior to
its final plotting.
The extension of the digital monoplotting concept to remote
sensing was first carried out by Haytheon Automatic, under
contract to the USA Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL),
(Greve and Cooney, 1974). The result of this contract project
was a procedure which allowed digital rectification of sidelooking radar imagery to be carried out. The method is extremely complex and wholly dependent on the special circumstances of
the test in which the aircraft positions and velocity and the
time and range marks on the SLH imagery were all available.
V'Jith most SLl::c. imageries, hovvever, this type and range of data
is simply not available. This is indeed the case with Seasat
SAR system \?lhose imagery is used in this experiment.
P_~_~.?l..J~I9.n9"p_~_9._tt~.r~£L""1~:F,_Q.!!l,"""§_~~_~t.,,_~~_~.,,,,,1!.Q._~g~~.£~

The only kno\rvn :published work (at least to the present author)
on digital monoplotting from Seasat SAR inagery is that carried
out over a test area in East Anglia in England (Ali, 1986). The
image of the te st area 'Nas digi tized and transformed to the
ground system using a pair of higher order polynomial transformation equations.
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In a single radar
, the se transf'ormed coordinate s must
contain certain planimetric errors in the range-direction due
to changes in the topographic relief. If the ground track of
the vehicle is not aligned with the north direction of the
national grid system, then this error in the range direction
will affect both computed eastings and northings of points
depending on the azimuth angle bet'ween the ground track and
the north direction. The unrectified data of the East Anglian
Test image \lvas plotted using a FORTRAN IV computer program.
The planimetric error in range of each point is given by:
Hh
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flying height
height of a point above average ground level;
the ground range measured from the ground
track to the point in question.

Since Hand s can be assigned approximate values (e.g. the
average flyin~ height for H and the average distance between
the ground track and the centre of the swath for s .), a DTM can
be constructed from existing topographic maps of t§e area and
be used to compute the height h which ·will
ow computation
of 3 in equation (1). This can be resolved into eastings and
northings components using the azimuth angle betvreen the flight
direction and the National Grid. North. This vvill result in
corrected planimetric coordinates for each measured point with
the relief displacement errors either eliminated or substantially reduced.
The resul ts obtained with the East Anglian test im.age were
extremely hampered by the problems encoun.tered in the radar
image interpretation. Few definite features were detected and
identified on the radar image; and many roads of varying categories, settlements, woods, power lines, hydrographic features
etc . were difficul t to identify YITi th conviction. In fact, some
of these features were wrongly identified on the image. As a
result of this, the final plot of the rectified SAR image did
not fit the topographic map as well as was hoped for. On the
other hand, the East Anglian test area was rather on the flat
side vvhich meant that radar relief displacement errors mig11t
'well have been sV1ramped by detection, identification and plotting errors. It is also possible that since the errors due to
relief displacement are small (one resolution element or so)
the final plotted map of the rectified data needed to be ShOVlll
at a larger scale than that at which it was plotted (1:63360) ..
As a further investigation of the applicability of the digital
monoplotting technique to SAR mapping, a Seasat SAR image
covering areas along the b
of the River Tay in Scotland
including the to,\Nl1S of Dundee and St .. Andrevvs was selected for
the purpose .. The irnage was acquired from Seasat orbit number
762 and had been digitally processed by DFVLR at Oberpfaffenhofen in West Germany .. Geometrically speaking, this particular
image is superior to other optically and digitall~ processed
images of the same test area (see Ali, 1985, 1986) .. The image
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had a resolution of 25 m and was at a scale of 1:250,000. The
test area itself is very varied with some cultivated areas, a
good deal of undulating ground and some quite hilly areas.
The ground relief ranges from sea level to around 350 m with
root-mean square relief variation (as computed from identified
image Doints) of the order of + 70 m•
..c

_

Construction of the
of the area commenced by measuring the
contour lines shown on the existing 1:50,000 scale ,Ordance
Survey map of the area .. .A large format (92 cm x 122 cm) GTCO
cartographic digitizer yvas utilized for this purpose. This
device has a resolution (or least count) of 0.1 mm and is
equipped vvi th a dot matrix coordinate display and a keyboard
for the entry of header codes, height values or some other
information. l?or this particular experiment, the digitizer was
interfaced to a Lear Siegler ADM-JA video terminal which allowed the display and checking of coordinates and header codes; and
to an U[FE-2500 digit
casset·te drive which acted as the data
recorder for the storage of the digitized contour data.
First of all, the corner points of the area of the map to be
digitized were measured on the GTCO digitizer. Comparison of
their digitizer coordinates and the corresponding terrain coordinates allovved the computation of the transformation parameters vvhich cOtlld be used to transform all the measured plani ....
metric data to the terrain system. A series of points located
along each contour line were then measured and digitized in a
point-by~p6int mode. The sampling interval in this process was
in the order of 2 Yrrrl1. :U;ach contour line 'Nas assigned its correct
height value corresponding to its position in a series of boxes
located outside the area of the
being digitized. After
digitizing all the contour lines on the map, the positions of
all the 1:)oints on these contour lines were transformed to the
terrain system using the already deterrnil1.ed transformation
parame ters ..
In most DTM construction methods, the next stage is the interpolation of the actual DTM heights from the digitized contour
information in order to form a square, a rectangUlar or a triangular grid. This, however, has not being carried out in this
experiment .. Instead, the measured points lying along the contours actually formed the basic DirT'll: itself and do not correspond to some pre-determined pattern. Such an arrangement is
usually termed a st£~.n£,_DTI~l. This of course Cllts out the requirement fox' tl1e interpolation of 8, DTM from the contour information but at the cost of more complex search and interpolation
routines when direct interpolation of the height of a specific
location from the string DTM is required for the purposes of
rectification.

1;'or meaE!uring the image of the test <.)1"e2o, a positive film
transparency of the Dli'VT;I{
VIas first mounted on the
28 cm x 28 cm format
ad digitizer w1:l.ich has 8. translucent
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surface and could be back-lit. A video terminal and a digital
cassette drive were attached to the digitizer for the display
and logging of the coordinate data respectively. Before
measuring and digitizing the test image , it was necesD!:3ry to
interpret and delineate all image features to be plotted. This
was carried out with the help of the topographic map of the
test area and a 3x enlarged print of the image. All interpreted image features were then measured, digitized and recorded.
During the process of digitizing the image, suitable header
codes were introduced.
The next stage in the digital monoplotting experiment is to
transform the digitized image data to the terrain system using
suitable mathematical transformations .. ]l rom :previous experience with digital monoplotting from SAR imagery (e.g. Ali,1986),
there were unexplained and uncompensated systematic errors
present in the y-coordinate of the image data. Hence it was
decided to extend the terms of the mathematical transformation
in order to take the following form:2
2
3
3
223
X = ao+alx+82y+a3xY+84x +s5x y+a6 x +a 7x Y+8eX y +a 9y
2
2
3
3
223
Y = bo+blx+b2y+b3xy+b4x +b x y+b 6x +b x y+b 8 x y +b y
5
7
9
Where, X,Y are the terrain coordinates;
x,y are the corresponding image coordinates; and
a., b i are the unknovV11 transformation parameters to be
1
determined by comparison of the knovm terrain
coordinates of the control points and their
corresponding image coordinates.

The next step in digital monoplotting from SAR imagery is to
generate the rectified image data by using height values
obtained from the DTM of the area, thus correcting for the
errors caused by relief variations. ]'or each image point, a
single height value is interpolated from the DTM. Many techniques and algorithn1s e:x:ist for interpolclting 11.eight values
for
ecific positions from DTMs (e.g . Leberl, 1975). In this
particular experiment, the method of the ~~_!.E2li§_Q-;.,".....:'Et!J?l1l~_t~c
D}. .s~J]; 1S emp .. oyen ..
•

]

::I

The implenentation of this interpolation Bethod was carried
out as follows (Fig. 1):

(i)

The transformed imagE: point P. is first located
horizontally within the DT~. J A search zone of
radius r = 300m around this point was then defined
so that all the measured DTM points lying within
this zone are also defined ..

(ii)

Let qi (i = l!N) be the N points in the DTM that lie
near 1mage pOlnt P .• The elevations of these points
are };::no vm
J
0
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(iii) Let the horizontal distance between q. and P. be d ...
The elevation of point p~ can then belobtain~d by lJ
the weiglrted arithmetic rt1ean interpolt1tion according
to the follovving formllla:
Q. h.
1

1

Q.

1

=1

i

where, Q.1 is a \Tv-eight function chosen according to the formulae:

Q.1 =

c
(d .. )

or

=

Q.1

lJ

(l+d .. ) c
lJ

where, C = constant ranging between 1 and 2 (Leberl, 1975). This
is
ied to all N points. If it is required to speed up the
interpolation process, N can be limited to the 3 or 4 points
nearest to P. '"
J

Having obtained the
ight h~ for P., then it can be used to
compute the relief displacem~nt err~r S present in the coordinates of the transformed image point I' ... This process is repea . . .
ted for all image points. The final ou~come is a file containing the coordinates of all transformed image })oj_nts corT'ected
for the effects of variations in te
relief . This file then
serve s as input to the r,lotting program to generate the planimetric line
E.~ 's~ ,.' '~:t,J?_J]'~§L,,"pj:-£t:tQ.:.~LJ~?_n.91?J_? t

t i~~

E~~p.E? r :t-rr.!.~ 11. t

Before plotting the rectified image data, the planimetric coordinates of the thirteen control points used for the determination of the transformation parameters have been computed before
and after rectification of relief displacement errors. The
computed r.m",s.e. values in the X-direction improved from
Cft> = + 68m to CI' = + 50m. The improvement in the Y-direction
is ~ore-noticeabl~ i:~ from
~ = + 71m to ~ =+ 40m .
y

-

y

-

As another
tial check, the discrepancies at the control points
before and after rectification had been plotted as vectors. These
vector plots showed that while the rectification did reduce the
magnitudes of the errors due to relief displacement, some residual errors will remain. Most of these still point in the range
dire ction, a cb.aracteristic noticed in all Se~9.sat SAH images
tested for geometric accuracy (e.g . Ali, 198~, 1986; Petrie et
aI, 1

) ..

The
objective of the present
riment is to produce a
imagery.. The plot
rectified pI
tric map from the Seasat S
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resulting,irom unrectified SAR data of the test area is shown
as Fig. ~~', \l'1hile that resulting from rectified SAR data is
included as Fig. ~,. Both maps have been plotted at a scale of
1:50,000 to make the comparison with the 1:50,000 Ordnance
Survey topographic map of the area.
When comparing the
obtained by plotting unrectified SAR
data (li1 ig •. ,) vvith the O.S. topographic map of the test area
(Fig. ), it is noticed that there is a clear misfit between
the tvvo figures. In partic11 1ar, features such as the B9Lt5 road
the Ta yP.rt, th~: TentmnuirForest etc t are in places vvell off
target while most of the plotted woodlands do not register
exactly with the topographic map of the area.
Comparison of the plot resulting from the rectified data with
the topographic map shows that a clear improvement over the
plot of unrectified data has been achieved; especially in wooded
areas.. This shovvs that by using the transforrnation te chnique s
adopted in this study and the technique of digital monoplotting,
satisfactory results compatible with medium or small-scale
planimetric mapping can be achieved from side-looking radar
imagery. This may be important for lilany developing countries
"Vvhere basic planimetric mapping is either very poor or completely absent, though a disadvantage in this respect relates to
problems of transfel"'ring this advanced technology in the form
of computers, digitizers, image processors etc. to the developing vvorld.
Conclusion
.,

.,.

'01 •

..,

....

The experiment Vias concerned with generating automatically
planimetric maps from side-looking radar imagery. The digitized
image was transformed mathematically to the terrain coordinate
system and the transformed data "vas rectified from the effects
of radar relief displacement by interpolating heights from a
digital terrain model. The results show that it is indeed possible to produce such maps from SJoJR imagery with the effe cts of
radar relief displacement either eliminated or substantially
reduced. The remaining errors inl'1erent in the imagery may be due
to mis-identification of features knovm to be on t11e ground but
are difficult to define exactly on the image.
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